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Abstract
Streaming data are potentially infinite sequence of incoming data at very high speed
and may evolve over the time. This causes several challenges in mining large scale high
speed data streams in real time. Hence, this field has gained a lot of attention of
researchers in previous years. This paper discusses various challenges associated with
mining such data streams. Several available stream data mining algorithms of
classification and clustering are specified along with their key features and significance.
Also, the significant performance evaluation measures relevant in streaming data
classification and clustering are explained and their comparative significance is
discussed. The paper illustrates various streaming data computation platforms that are
developed and discusses each of them chronologically along with their major capabilities.
This paper clearly specifies the potential research directions open in high speed large
scale data stream mining from algorithmic, evolving nature and performance evaluation
measurement point of view. Finally, Massive Online Analysis (MOA) framework is used
as a use case to show the result of key streaming data classification and clustering
algorithms on the sample benchmark dataset and their performances are critically
compared and analyzed based on the performance evaluation parameters specific to
streaming data mining.
Keywords: Data Streams, Streaming Data Mining, Streaming Classification, Streaming
Clustering, Massive Online Analysis, MOA

1. Introduction
Data streams are infinite and high speed sequence of data instances [1]. Mining of
these large scale data streams to perform some kind of machine learning or futuristic
predictions regarding data instances have drawn a significant attention of researchers in
couple of previous years. The data streams resemble the real time incoming data sequence
very well. The source of these data streams can be various sensors situated in medical
domain to monitor health conditions of patients, in industrial domain to monitor
manufactured products and in environment monitoring, etc. Other sources are user web
click streams on social networking, e-commerce sites etc, twitter posts, various blogs,
web logs, and many more [2-3]. The above mentioned sources not only produce data
streams, but they produce them in huge amount (of scale of tera bytes to peta bytes) and at
rapid speed. Now, mining such huge data in real time raises various challenges and has
become the hot area of research recently. These challenges include memory limitation,
faster computing requirement etc. Apart from these challenges, streaming data has
inherent nature of evolution that means that concepts that are being mined evolve and
change over the time [4-5]. This challenge itself poses several other issues in streaming
data mining.
The data stream mining task can be considered same as traditional data mining task in
terms of objective but quite different in terms of processing or executing the mining task.
The reason behind this difference is the underlying challenges of infinite high speed data
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streams. It makes the traditional data mining algorithms and techniques incapable of
appropriately handling data streams and yields the requirement of algorithms suitable for
streaming data mining. This may be achieved in two ways; either modify the existing data
mining algorithms to make them suitable for stream mining or create new streaming data
mining algorithms right from the scratch. Another aspect of this field is the evaluation of
the performance of the stream data mining algorithms. Since the performance evaluation
is done continuously throughout the mining task and on partial read data streams, it
becomes critical to use suitable performance measures in reference to streaming data
mining. Various new performance evaluators have been devised specifically for this
purpose [6-8]. Similarly streaming data mining requires new platforms for computing and
mining of large scale data streams in real time. These platforms are required for various
purposes such as data summarization, data streams aggregation from multiple sources,
facilitating APIs for developing streaming data mining algorithms etc. [915,23,32,53,55,57-61].
This paper presents an overview of streaming data mining along with major issues and
challenges associated with it. Section-1 introduces the data streams as well as the need of
streaming data mining, new algorithms, performance measures and streaming platforms.
Section 2 describes the field of data stream mining across four dimensions. The
subsequent subsections explore algorithms of classification and clustering, available for
streaming data mining. Also, it provides various important performance evaluation
measures to assess the performance of the stream mining tasks in this reference. Further,
this paper specifies the stream computing and mining platforms along with their key
features. Then after, Section-3 discusses the research trends and future scope in the field
of streaming data mining from research perspective. Finally, the Massive Online Analysis
framework is described as a use case for executing stream mining tasks in Section-4 and
representative algorithms from classification and clustering are executed on sample
dataset. Their performances are compared and discussed in detail. Section-5 presents the
conclusion and summarizes the understanding of the work provided in the paper.

2. Dimensions of Stream Data Mining
To understand the stream data mining, it may be considered to study four dimensions
of it; issues and challenges in stream data mining, platforms of stream data mining,
algorithms of stream data mining and evaluation measures of stream data mining
techniques as shown in Figure 1. The understanding of these four dimensions cover
different aspects of stream data mining and as a whole they provide the complete picture
which is helpful in exploring and handling these dimensions separately. All these
dimensions of stream data mining are discussed in detail, in subsequent subsections of
this paper.

Figure 1. Stream Data Mining Dimensions
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2.1. Stream Data Mining Issues and Challenges
Mining data streams in real time is quite different from traditional data mining
approaches of batch learning, as the entire data is not available to process [16]. Thus
nature of data streams poses the following challenges on traditional data mining
techniques and algorithms:
 Data streams are continuous and infinite, hence memory requirements for storing
this huge data entirely is a big hurdle in the mining process. Therefore, appropriate
mechanisms are required to mine large scale data streams with lesser memory
requirements.
 Mining these high speed data streams also needs to respond in real time where
during mining process it is desirable to the scan data only once (unlike the
traditional mining techniques where multiple scans may be performed on the data
set) to reduce a lot of computation cost without compromising the accuracy
significantly. Therefore, either the traditional algorithms are being modified make
only one-pass over the data or new algorithms with one-pass scan are being
developed.
 Data streams may evolve with time. For example, in case of classification, for the
same classes (or concepts) being trained, the underlying contribution of various
features may change with time or distribution of values of features itself may
change over time. Similarly, in multiclass classification, the new incoming data
instance is an outlier or belongs to a new class, is difficult to identify. On the other
hand, in case of clustering, the number of clusters may change over time depending
upon the change of data distribution, thus a fixed number of clusters may not be
assumed throughout the process. This may also cause changes in the shape of the
clusters over the time and it is required to be tracked by the data mining
algorithms. Also, the noise may be incorporated at regular or irregular intervals as
well as it becomes more typical to discriminate between a new cluster and an
outlier, therefore effective mechanisms are required to correctly identify the
outliers [17].
2.2. Stream Data Mining Algorithms
Data stream mining algorithms are classified basically in classification, clustering and
pattern mining. The focus of this paper is only on classification and clustering techniques.
In stream data mining scenario, following significant algorithms in category of
classification and clustering are available:
2.2.1. Stream Data Classification Algorithms
Classification is the process of predicting the class label of an unknown data instance
based on model constructed from learning on training instances [1]. Unlike traditional
classification techniques, streaming classification algorithms do not have the entire data
that could be partitioned into training and test data sets, hence model construction from
incoming instances and testing goes hand in hand. Also, whenever required, the prediction
of class label of unknown data instance is performed as shown in Figure 2.
Various classification algorithms for streaming data have been devised from time to
time in last decade. Each algorithm has its own capabilities and key focus to avert
challenges of streaming data mining. Some of the available streaming data classification
algorithms along with their key features are chronologically listed in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Stream Data Classification Scenario
Table 1. Streaming Data Classification Algorithms
Streaming
Classification
Algorithm

Year

Key Features

ITI [18]

1997

Require large storage hence, not suitable for large data
streams.

VFDT [1][19]

2000

Require lesser memory and does prediction at any
moment of time during training. It uses Hoeffding
bound to assess the number of minimum instances
required to grow the decision tree.

CVFDT [20]-[22]

2001

Advancement of VFDT that enables Concept
Adaptation.

Streaming Ensemble
Algorithm [22][23]

2001

Provides robustness and handles concept drifts but needs
to be carefully used for high speed data streams.

OLIN [23]

2002

Requires lesser memory and uses the info-fuzzy network
(IFN) for concept adaption and adapts to the rate of
concept changes.

Weighted Classifier
Ensemble [24]

2003

Deals well with concept drifts by using ensemble of
weighted classifiers on chunks of data instances from
data streams rather revising the model frequently (which
is time taking process)

On Demand Classifier
[25]

2004

Based on micro clustering, dynamically adapts and/or
selects sliding window size for better performance and
Concept Adaptation

UFFT [26]

2004

Uses limited memory and generates a forest having
binary trees (for each pair of classes) in case of multiclass problems.

Adaptive Nearest
Neighbor Classification
Algorithm [27]

2005

An incremental algorithm that adaptively searches for
nearest neighbors by multi resolution representation of
data. It facilitates low model update cost.

Evolving Naïve Bayes
[56]

2006

An extended Naïve Bayes algorithm capable of learning
from evolving data streams.
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Any Time Nearest
Neighbor Algorithm
[28]

2006

A variation of Nearest Neighbor algorithm and is
capable of any time classification. It uses any of distance
measure like Euclidean or Manhattan distance, etc.

IOLIN [29]

2008

Variation of OLIN that keeps on model updating until
sufficient concept drift thereby saves computational
effort significantly.

ADWIN Bagging [30]

2009

Employs ADWIN algorithm to detect changes (to
remove the worst performing classifier) as well as for
estimating the weights for boosting method.

ASHT Bagging [30]

2009

Uses varying sized Hoeffding Trees as small size trees is
quickly adapts to changes whereas larger size trees gives
better performance in less changing concepts situations.

Random Forest Based
Classification Algorithm
[31]

2011

Handles evolving data streams even with intermittent
labeled data instances arrival in one pass. Also, decides
whether more labeled data instances are required to
update model or not.

Vertical Hoeffding Tree
(VHT) [32]

2013

A variation of VFDT that performs distributed parallel
computation by vertically partitioning (attribute based)
data sets.

Similarity-based Data
Stream Classifier
(SimC) [33]

2014

Uses new insertion/removal approach for quickly
capturing and representing changes in data to improve
performance. Also, incorporates new class labels and
discards obsolete class labels during the execution.

Prequential AUC based
Classifier [34]

2014

It works well in scenarios where stream data sets are
highly imbalanced. The incremental algorithm used in
this approach computes the area under ROC curve by
using a sorted tree structure along with a sliding
window.

Online Stream Classifier
with incremental semisupervised learning [35]

2015

Utilizes the selective self-training based semi supervised
learning approach to achieve at the par classification
accuracy even with availability of only 1% labeled data.

Distance-Based
Ensemble Online
Classifier with Kernel
Clustering [36]

2015

Uses kernel-based clustering approach where a new
instance is supplied for each of the iteration and
prediction is made on it. An ensemble of classifiers is
constructed on the basis of portfolio of distance
measures.

From the list of stream classifiers in Table 1, we can deduce some key points about the
algorithms. Concept adaption is the utmost requirement that a stream classifier must
possess. However, several techniques are there which can handle this phenomenon. Some
of the stream classifiers implicitly employ concept change detection techniques [20,25]
whereas some approach uses ensemble techniques [22,24,30,36] to adapt to concept drifts.
Obviously, ensemble based approaches are robust but require to maintain several models
at a time, hence, require more memory to retain those models. In terms of processing
time, there is a tradeoff between the ensemble approach and model update frequency of
other approaches. However, distributed algorithms such as in [32] are effective solutions
to these possible tradeoffs as they exploit the resources of distributed nodes in parallel
fashion to yield large scale faster computation and storage requirement distribution over
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the nodes. Apart from aforementioned issues, there are some other important categories of
challenges that need to be addressed. For example, some stream classifiers such as [34]
deal with imbalanced data sets effectively in streaming environment. Also, in some
scenarios where the class labels of instances for training are not available or intermittent,
classifiers like [35] and [31] are best suited.
2.2.2. Streaming Data Clustering Algorithms
In context of streaming data mining, the clustering process is usually treated as
partitioning data instances, over a span of continuously coming data streams, into various
clusters [1]. Since the data streams may evolve, the underlying clusters also keep
changing with time [5,37]. Therefore, time-span is also taken as input to stream clustering
algorithm for finding clusters over a certain time-span as shown in Figure 3. The available
streaming clustering algorithms are listed in Table 2.

Figure 3. Stream Data Clustering Block Diagram
Table 2. Streaming Data Clustering Algorithms
Streaming Clustering
Algorithm

Year

Key Features

BIRCH [38]

1996

Requires all instances to be stored for performing
clustering.

STREAMLS [39] [40]

2002

Partition data stream into chunks and apply k-means
on each chunk, then apply k-means on union of
chunks

STREAM K-Means [40]

2002

Keeps entire data stream for clustering and is not
appropriate for data streams having changing
characteristics.

CluStream [23] [37] [41]

2003

Stores the current set of micro-clusters online and does
clustering offline using these micro-clusters. Effective
technique, easily distributable over various computing
nodes

HPSTREAM [37] [42]

2004

Utilizes concept of data fading over the time and deals
with high dimensional or even sparse data streams.

DenStream [17]

2006

Performs density based clustering with limited
memory for evolving data streams representing even
arbitrary shaped clusters. Effectively handles noises
too.

E-Stream [43]

2007

Uses five types of evolutions; merge, split, selfevolution, appearance, and disappearance for
improved detection of changes in data stream
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clustering.
ClusTree [23] [37] [44]

2010

Maintains self-adaptive hierarchical data structure
offline, facilitates any time clustering and assign age
to data objects, thus focuses on recent objects more to
incorporate evolving changes.

STREAMKM++ [45]

2012

Applies the K-Means++ algorithm on the small
weighted sample created from the data stream

Distributed CluStream
[46]

2013

Performs distributed parallel computing for fast and
large scale clustering.

HASTREAM [47]

2014

It adaptively finds the clusters of various densities in a
data stream. The algorithm utilizes the hierarchicaldensity-clustering approach to automatically adapt the
density thresholds according to existing data.

StrAP [48]

2014

It combines the Affinity Propagation technique (which
selects best representatives out of stream of clusters)
with change detection mechanism to adapt to change
in data pattern (a signal to update the model).

Exclusive and Complete
Clustering (ExCC) [49]

2014

Maintains a fixed grid structure based on granularity
and coalesce dense grid regions for the sake of
clustering. It is a robust approach and on the fly
capable of detecting the outliers and adaptive to
concept drift.

Hyper-Ellipsoidal
Clustering for Evolving
data Stream (HECES)
[50]

2014

A computationally fast algorithm capable of finding
clusters of varying density. Also, adapts to change in
data distribution using sliding window approach and
employs ellipsoid shaped cluster merging for faster
processing rather using window expansion and
contraction techniques.

Correlation Clustering in
Data Streams [51]

2015

It provides a set of space and time efficient techniques
for convex programming that solves the problems of
correlation clustering that arise in dynamic data
streams.

When dealing with stream clustering the issues that needs to be handled are memory
limitation and faster processing requirement, detection of change of data distribution over
time, discrimination of outliers from a valid cluster, etc. As listed in Table 2, several
researchers have proposed stream algorithms for evolving data streams. Other research
works as in [47] and [50] find clusters of various densities adaptively. Some researchers
developed approaches that deal with outlier detection on the fly such as [17] and [49]. To
achieve fast computation and to avert memory limitations, distributed parallel solutions
have been given as in [46] which would be effective and hot area of research in stream
clustering.
2.2.3. Performance Evaluation Measures
One of the challenges of stream data mining tasks is how to evaluate the performance
of the mining tasks since traditional performance evaluation measure are not sufficient in
streaming data mining scenario. Several performance measures in stream data mining for
various purposes are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Performance Evaluators of Streaming Data Mining
Task

Classification

Evaluation Measure

Major Purpose

Value Significance

Kappa statistics [6]

Assess performance in
imbalance data stream case

Higher value means
better performance

Temporal-Kappa
statistics [6]

Assess performance in case
of temporal dependent data
streams

Negative values means
worse performance

Completeness [7]

Measures whether same
class instance fall in same
cluster or not

Higher value means
better clustering

Purity [7]

Assesses purity of the
clusters in terms of having
same class instances

Higher value means
better clustering

SSQ [7]

Measures clusters
cohesiveness

Lower value means
better clustering

Silhouette Coefficient
[7]

Assess compactness as well
as separation of clusters

Higher value means
better clustering

Clustering

2.2.3.1. Streaming Classification Performance Evaluators
a) Kappa Statistics: Kappa statistics measure performance of streaming classifiers and
is effective in case of imbalanced data sets wherein number of data instances from one
class beats the number of instances from other classes significantly [6].
(1)

In Eq(1), Aref represents the accuracy of the reference classifier which is being
evaluated and Arand is Random classifier's accuracy. Kappa values lies in range [0, 1] or
sometimes represented in form of percentage range [0%, 100%]. Higher value implies
better performance.
b) Temporal Kappa Statistics: This statistic measures the effectiveness of classifier in
the presence of temporal dependence in the data instances of streaming data wherein the
class label of data instance at time t+1 tends to belong to the same class as of data
instance at time t [6]. The kappa temporal statistic is defined as:
(2)

Here, Apers is Persistent classifier's accuracy which predicts same class label of data
instance at time t+1 as of data instance at time t. The value of ktemp ranges between
interval (1, -∞). The ktemp = 1 if the classifier is accurate. Negative values of ktemp tell that
the performance of the classifier is even worse than the persistent classifier.
2.2.3.2. Streaming Clustering Performance Evaluators
Various performance evaluators of data stream clustering have been devised and
specified in different literatures [7-8]. Some of the measures extensively used for
measuring clustering performance on data streams are mentioned in Table 3. These
parameters are defined and calculated as follows:
a) Completeness: It does assessment that all the data instances belonging to the same
class lie in the same cluster or not [7]. For e.g., consider a dataset D composed of data
instances belonging to single category. Let one clustering algorithm A1 generates two
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clusters C1 and C2 whereas another clustering algorithm A2 produces a single cluster C.
Then we can say that:
Completeness (cluster-set {C}) > Completeness (clusters-set {C1, C2})
Values for completeness parameter lies in [0, 1], where higher values implies better
performance.
b) Purity: Purity computes a score for clustering process applied on data streams [7].
For c number of clusters, it computes the score as per equation(3), by averaging the
number of instances (belonging to most frequent class in a cluster i), over all the clusters.


The higher value of Pscore specifies better performance.
c) SSQ: It measures cohesiveness of the clusters by computing the sum of the square of
distance of each instance in the cluster from their respective centroid [7]. It is calculated
for each cluster as indicated in equation(4):


Here, n specifies the number of data instances in cluster j and di,cj is the distance of
instance i from cluster centre cj of the jth cluster. The smaller value of SSQ implies better
performance.
d) Silhouette Coefficient: It measures the cohesion within each cluster as well as the
separation among clusters [7]. Thus Silhouette coefficient evaluates how well the
individual clusters are separated and how compact each cluster is. The value of silhouette
coefficient lies in the range [0, 1], where higher values signify better performance.
Silhouette coefficient is calculated as specified in equation(5).


where, SCj represents the Silhouette Coefficient for jth cluster, m and n denotes the
number of instances in jth cluster and other clusters excepting jth cluster. Here, di,j denotes
the distance of ith instance in jth cluster from its cluster centre cj whereas dk,j specifies the
distance of kth instance (which belongs to any other cluster other than jth cluster) from cj.
2.2.4. Stream Mining Platforms
Stream mining platforms are the frameworks that facilitate creation or collection of
data streams as well as integration of various algorithms and APIs of stream mining to
enable a developer or user to easily mine the data streams and evaluate the results. List of
various data stream mining platforms along with their main focus are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Platforms for Stream Data Mining
Stream Mining
Platform

Year

Major Focus

Aurora [9]

2003

Faster computing of data streams (from multiple sources) as
defined by application administrator.

Scribe [10]

2004

Real time aggregation of streaming data from various sources

Borealis [11]

2005

Used for faster processing of incoming data streams.

Vowpal-Wabbit [12]

2007

Scalable, fast computing and integration of variety of data.

MOA [23]

2010

Performs low scale data stream computing. A GUI based
framework that contains bulk of streaming data mining
algorithms.
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Apache S4 [13]

2010

Distributed faster data stream processing engine.

Apache Spark [53]

2010

Provides in memory data stream computation platform on
Hadoop [54] data stores. It is 10 times faster than MapReduce
computation paradigm of Hadoop.

Storm [14]

2011

Distributed faster data stream processing engine.

Samza [55]

2013

A fault tolerant and scalable distributed framework for data
stream processing.

SAMOA [15][32]

2013

Provides large scale data stream computation through
distributed framework. It can be easily integrated with other
stream processing engines such as Storm and S4. Also, it has
library of distributed mining algorithms for streams of data.

Amazon Kinesis
[57][58]

2013

A cloud based service that provides real time distributed
processing of large scale data streams. It can potentially
capture terabytes data per hour, coming from thousands of
sources such as financial transactions, web lick streams, social
media, etc.

streamDM [59]

2014

An open source framework that collaborates with apache
spark and is effective in mining big scale data streams.

Kafka Integrated
SQLstream Blaze
[60]

2014

Provides high performance distributed processing of data
streams via SQLstream Blaze stream processing suite, for real
time aggregation, analysis and visualization of large scale data
streams.

Pulser [61]

2015

Open source framework for capable of capturing and
processing large scale (around million) events and analytics in
seconds. It can create custom data streams in order to perform
real time business activity monitoring and reporting, fraud
detection etc.

The stream processing frameworks listed in Table 3 can be categorized into three basic
units. First unit includes stream preprocessing frameworks [9-12,57-58] that perform
collection, filtering, aggregation and integration over data streams. Second unit of
frameworks include stream processing engines that facilitate libraries and APIs that
provide faster manipulation of data streams such as S4[13], Storm [14], Spark [53],
Samza [55], etc. and that facilitates streaming data mining libraries such as MOA [23],
Spark [53], streamDM [59], SAMOA [32], etc. Third unit of frameworks usually focus on
analytical processing such as SQLstream Blaze [60], Pulser [61], etc. Out of these
frameworks, distributed processing frameworks have received a lot of attention from
research and industries point of view in previous couple of years such as Storm, S4,
Samza, SAMOA, Kafka-Integrated SQLstream Blaze, Apache Spark Streaming etc.
These distributed frameworks can handle huge scale of streaming data computation and
analytics.

3. Recent Trends and Future Perspective
The researches in the field of mining large scale streaming data have become the hot
cake in last few years. From research perspective, we identify following trends and future
prospects in this area:
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3.1. From Algorithms Development Point of View
The development of new algorithms that addresses the inherent challenges in mining
large scale data streams. New algorithms must ensure:

One-pass computation over the stream of data.

Faster computation to respond in real time.

Minimizing the memory utilization by storing the summarized or sampled

data information without significantly losing the accuracy of mining result.
3.2. From New Evaluation Measures Point of View
Traditional evaluation measures are not sufficient to estimate the performance of the
stream mining tasks. Hence, identification of new evaluation measures is also an
important field of research in stream data mining. These measures must consider:

Underlying imbalances in data sets

Non-uniform distribution of incoming data instances.

Temporal dependence of data instances.
3.3. From Concept Change Identification Point of View
In streaming data mining, the change of concept is the common phenomenon. It opens
a plenty of opportunities for research. Mining techniques must be capable of identifying
these concept changes with time. Also, mining techniques must periodically update the
model or take the appropriate steps accordingly to capture concept drift and to deal with
it. Some critical research orientations could be:

Detection of concept drifts in the data streams

Discrimination of actual concept drifts from outliers i.e. differentiationbetween
new class or outlier (in case of classification) and between new cluster or outlier
(in case of clustering technique)

4. Result and Discussions: MOA Use Case
MOA is one of the important frameworks used for large scale data stream mining. It
includes several algorithms of classification, clustering and pattern mining tasks. Also, it
provides both the command line and GUI based execution of afore mentioned tasks in
stream data mining. For reference, we have shown the results of our experiments on MOA
framework for two tasks; classification and clustering. The experimental setup and other
details are discussed in further sub sections.
4.1. Streaming Data Classification
Various algorithms for streaming data classification have been developed as listed in
Table 1. Out of these algorithms, the present research work focuses on Naive Bayes,
VFDT and kNN for streaming data classification. The experiments for streaming data
classification use the US Forest Research CoverType dataset wherein the last attribute
specifies class label [52]. All the three algorithms are run with their default values. As
shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6, the measurements are taken at each 5000
samples of data instances using Test-Then-Train Prequential Evaluation method. The
performances of algorithms are analyzed by using four evaluation parameters;
classification accuracy, kappa statistics, temporal kappa statistics and elapsed time. The
detailed result is summarized in the Table 5.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(a) Classification Accuracy

(b) Kappa Statistic (c) Temporal Kappa Statistic

Figure 4. Performance Graph of kNN Stream Classifier

(a)

(b)

(c)
(a) Classification Accuracy

(b) Kappa Statistic (c) Temporal Kappa Statistic

Figure 5. Performance Graph of Naive Bayes stream classifier
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(a) Classification Accuracy

(b) Kappa Statistic (c) Temporal Kappa Statistic

Figure 6. Performance Graph of VFDT Stream Classifier
Table 5. Stream Classifiers Performance Measurement Comparison
Evaluation
Measure

Mean
Classification
Accuracy

Mean
Kappa
Statistics

Mean
Temporal
Kappa
Statistics

Mean
Elapsed
Time

60.65

31.12

-1001.21

8.25

VFDT

80.10

61.36

-438.11

13.93

kNN

92.42

84.89

-89.15

304.48

Stream
Classification
Algorithm
Naive Bayes

The performance comparison as summarized in Table 5 clearly specifies that kNN
beats other two classifiers in terms of classification accuracy, kappa and kappa temporal
statistics (having least negative value) but it takes much larger learning time hence it is
not suitable for applications where speed of incoming stream of data is very fast and
applications need very fast real time response. However, the value for kappa temporal is
negative for each of the three classifiers which specify their worse performance in
comparison to persistent classifier.
4.2. Streaming Data Clustering
There are several streaming data clustering algorithms available in the MOA
framework. Out of these algorithms, we performed our experiments on three key
algorithms of streaming data clustering; CluStream, ClusTree and clustreamWithKmeans.
These algorithms are run on the US Forest Research CoverType data set, one of the
widely used data set for streaming data mining in several literatures. This dataset includes
464809 instances along 55 attributes.
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The performance of the algorithms are evaluated using four clustering evaluation
parameters; completeness, purity, SSQ and Silhouette coefficient. The experiment is
performed with maximum number of micro-clusters = 100, Radii of micro-clusters = 2,
max height hierarchy = 8 (in case of ClusTree). The mean values of the evaluation
parameters have been measured over entire process of stream clustering and detailed
result is listed in Table 6.
Table 6. Stream Clusterers Performance Measurement Comparison
Evaluation
Measure

Mean
Completeness

Mean
Purity

Mean
SSQ

Mean
Silhouette
Coefficient

0.73
0.74
0.66

0.83
0.79
0.91

166.09
153.04
112.17

0.78
0.79
0.81

Stream
Clustering
Algorithm
CluStream
ClusTree
clustreamWithKMeans

The result clearly shows that the ClusTree performs better in terms of SSQ and
completeness whereas clustreamWithKMeans shows the best performance with respect to
Silhouette coefficient and Purity of the clusters. Figure 7 shows the status of microclusters and clusters along with set of data points, at a particular moment of time, for each
of the streaming data clustering algorithms.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(a) For ClusStream

(b) For ClusTree

(c) For ClustreamWithKmeans

Figure 7. Status of Micro-clusters and Clusters along and Data Points after
1million Instances
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5. Conclusion
This paper briefs about the stream data mining, its need and the challenges associated
in mining potentially infinite data streams along with various stream mining algorithms
for classification and clustering. The four dimensions of streaming data mining discussed
in the paper covers the study of this field completely and in modular way. It specifies the
need of new algorithms and evaluation measures relevant to this field and mentioned
some of them used in stream mining scenario. The various available tools or platforms to
provide the appropriate framework to deal with large scale data streams along with their
key features have also been described in chronological order that helped in understanding
the evolvement of the streaming data computing and mining platforms.
Also, it provides the recent trends such as distributed computing platforms for
streaming data mining tasks. Research trends and future prospects of research in
streaming data mining domain have been divided into 3 categories; algorithms and
techniques, performance evaluation measures and concept adaption. This categorization
separates the research prospects independently to facilitate better understanding to reader.
At last, the Massive Online Analysis (MOA) framework is used as use case framework to
give a practical usability and understanding of streaming data mining. The most
representative algorithms are run on sample data set and their performances are analyzed
and compared across the performance evaluators discussed in the paper.
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